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Chapter 771 The
bandits looked at each other in dismay, and then the leader frowned and said, “What do
you mean, kid?”
“I mean, leave your valuables behind, and then you can get out.” Yue Feng was too lazy
to talk nonsense, cold cold road.
The leader suddenly became angry and scolded: “Are you crazy? What a big tone,
brothers.” When the
voice fell, he rushed over first, and the other bandits rushed forward.
Yue Feng sighed helplessly. Since you are not courting death, you can’t blame me.
At this moment, Yue Feng held the blood-drinking sword, pushed the door open, and
the blood-drinking sword flew in the air!
Chi Chi…
In an instant, a terrifying sword qi burst out, directly shrouding several mountain bandits.
“Ah…”
Accompanied by screams, several mountain bandits didn’t have time to react, and they
all fell down!
Yue Feng looked indifferent and shook his head. A few little thieves are simply not worth
using the Tiangang swordsmanship.
“Young Master is amazing.”
At this moment, Xiao Xi recovered and couldn’t help cheering. The next second his eyes
fell on the blood-drinking sword in Yue Feng’s hands, and he was very surprised:
“Young Master, this sword… ..”
The blood of those bandits was quickly absorbed on the blood-drinking sword, and then
a flash of blue light flashed away.
The blood-drinking sword will level up when it sucks human blood. Weapons are divided
into seven grades, red, orange, yellow, green, cyan, blue, and purple. Each level is
divided into five subsections.
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In the previous bloody battle at the Xingxinglou, the blood-drinking sword did not know
how much blood was stained, and the current level was already the fifth stage of the
green stage. It’s just one step away from the blue steps!
Yue Feng smiled and explained to Xiao Xi: “This is a sword that can be upgraded. By
the way, search their bodies to see if there is anything that can be used.”
After speaking, he walked over first.
Xiao Xi responded, and together with Yue Feng, searched the clothes of several
bandits.
“Master, look at what this is.” At this moment, Xiao Xi took out something from the
leader and said in surprise.
I saw that it was like a piece of white jade, shining brightly.
Yue Feng reached out and took it, took a closer look, and immediately frowned.
This thing is like jade but not jade, its tentacles are cold, and magically, it will still glow in
the dark night. So strange, it must be a good thing!
Yue Feng didn’t think about it, he just put it away, and then he found a lot of money on
several bandits.
This time, Yue Feng felt very comfortable. I thought it was just a few little thieves, but I
didn’t expect that there were a lot of things on my body.
…
On the other side, the Apocalypse Continent.
In the vast sea, a sailboat sailed slowly.
On the sailboat, there were two figures standing, it was Qin Shousheng and Liu Xuan.
After three days and three nights of sailing, they finally reached the Apocalypse
Continent. At this point, both of them were very excited.
“Xuan’er, we’re here.” Qin Shousheng said excitedly, then adjusted the sails and slowly
docked.
Liu Xuan clenched her hands tightly, and her delicate face could not hide her
excitement.
arrive.

Finally arrived at the Apocalypse Continent.
Husband, where are you, Xuan’er has come to find you.
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“Xuan’er, let’s get off the boat and find a place to rest for the night.” Qin Shousheng said
with a smile, and then jumped off the boat.
“I’ll help you.” Qin Shousheng stretched out a hand and said to Liu Xuan on the boat.
“Well…” Liu Xuan replied softly, holding Qin Shousheng’s hand, and got off the boat.
On the boat these days, Qin Shousheng took special care of her, almost meticulous.
At this time, the two got off the boat and looked around. Qin Shousheng could clearly
see that there were some local fishermen not far away, looking at him curiously.
These fishermen, wearing the ancient coarse linen clothes, give people a very simple
feeling.
This place is so beautiful.
No pollution, no hustle and bustle of a modern port, but a quiet and quaint picture of a
small fishing village.
Liu Xuan couldn’t wait and looked at Qin Shousheng: “Where should we go.”
Before coming, Qin Shousheng said that he had been to Tianqi Continent.
Qin Shousheng scratched his head and analyzed: “Yue Chen evacuated with Tianqi’s
army before, and he will definitely go to the palace to meet the emperor here. If Yue
Feng wants to find Xiao Yuruo and the others, he must also go to the palace.”
After that, Qin Shousheng smiled awkwardly. Look: “The last time I came to the
Apocalypse Continent was many years ago… It’s been too long, and I forgot how to get
to the imperial city. I’ll ask.”
He had never been to the Apocalypse Continent, but in Goddess Don’t be ashamed in
front of you.
As soon as the words fell, Qin Shousheng walked towards a few fishermen not far
away.
“excuse me….”

However, before Qin Shousheng approached, the fishermen left one after another.
These fishermen, living at the bottom of the Apocalypse Continent, have never seen the
world at all. Seeing Qin Shousheng two, wearing strange clothes and humble hearts,
they dare not approach.
Uh…
Seeing this scene, Qin Shousheng was very embarrassed. He returned to Liu Xuan and
smiled bitterly: “Look at this, the fishermen here are a little afraid of life, let’s find a
bigger place and ask someone for directions. “
Well…” Liu Xuan nodded lightly.
This is her first time to travel far, or to another continent. She has no experience in the
world at all, so she can only rely on Qin Shousheng to make up her mind.
After deliberation, the two passed through the small fishing village and walked along a
dirt road.
Not long after walking, Liu Xuan was careless and almost stabbed her foot. At this time,
Liu Xuan was still wearing high heels and jeans.
Originally, she was wearing a wedding dress, but before coming to the Apocalypse
Continent, she bought a few clothes temporarily. But forgot to buy shoes.
The technology of the Apocalypse Continent is still in ancient times, and such small
places are all dirt roads. Liu Xuan was wearing a pair of high heels, which was very
inconvenient.
“Xuan’er, are you alright?” Qin Shousheng became anxious, crouched in front of Liu
Xuan, and rubbed her ankle.
“No, no need..” Liu Xuan bit her lip, with a determined look on her face: “It’s fine.”
As long as she can find Yue Feng, this is nothing.
Qin Shousheng was distressed and said, “Xuan’er, you are waiting for me here, I will be
back soon.” After the
voice fell, Qin Shousheng walked quickly to the fishing village.
After a while, Qin Shousheng came back with a pair of flat shoes in his hand.
When he got to the front, Qin Shousheng smiled and said, “It’s very inconvenient for you
to wear high heels. Put on these cloth shoes, it will make walking more comfortable.”

Qin Shousheng was sweating profusely, squatted down and handed over the shoes.
Liu Xuan felt warm in her heart and said softly, “Thank you…you, did you buy it from the
fishermen?”
“I…” Qin Shousheng was a little embarrassed, scratching his head and smiling, “I stole
it. “
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Those fishermen run away as soon as they see them, so there is a chance to buy them
from them. Besides, their money won’t work here.
Hearing this, Liu Xuan smiled lightly: “Don’t do this next time.”
Although Qin Shousheng was doing it for himself, stealing is not good after all.
“Okay, I’ll listen to you, and I’ll never steal again.” Qin Shousheng nodded with a smile.
As they spoke, the two set off on the road again. Along the way, although there was no
means of transportation, Liu Xuan was in a good mood. The scenery of this continent is
really beautiful, like a landscape painting.
After walking for more than two hours, I finally arrived at a bustling town.
This town is not big, but it is very prosperous. There are food stalls everywhere on the
street, and there are people selling candied haws and buying clay figurines.
From a distance, it’s a lively event!
After walking for more than two hours, Liu Xuan and Qin Shousheng were a little
hungry. However, when he touched his pocket, Qin Shousheng was in trouble.
The money from the Earth’s Earth Continent can’t be spent here.
How to do?
What made Qin Shousheng speechless was that when people in this small town saw
their clothes and Liu Xuan’s clothes, they all pointed curiously, which made people very
embarrassed.
“Xuan’er, there is a pawnshop in front of us. Let’s exchange things for some money.” At
this moment, Qin Shousheng’s eyes lit up and he walked in with Liu Xuan.
When he arrived at the store, Qin Shousheng took off the famous watch on his wrist, put
it on the counter, and shouted, “Boss, how much can this be made?”

This watch is a limited edition Rolex, and he bought it from an acquaintance and spent
more than one million yuan. . Now Qin Shousheng is reluctant to take it and sell it. But
for Xuan’er, I sold it.
When the boss saw the watch, he was immediately stunned. He touched it in his hand
for a long time and said, “What is this? At most one hundred cents.”
“One hundred cents?”
Qin Shousheng was stunned, unable to bear it. He asked, “One hundred pennies is
enough for the two of us. Can we go to the Imperial City from here?”
One hundred pennies doesn’t sound like a lot, but it seems to be a lot.
What?
From here to the imperial city…. The
boss laughed suddenly, shook his head and said: “This money is enough for you to
spend three or four days, but, if you walk to the imperial city from here, it will take at
least half a month, and a hundred wen is a long way. Not enough.”
What?
Only enough for three or four days?
Qin Shousheng became anxious all of a sudden, pointed at his watch and said, “Look
carefully, do you know how expensive this thing is?”
The boss lost his patience, waved his hand and said, “If you say a hundred yuan, it’s a
hundred yuan. I am also willing to accept this thing because it is small and exquisite,
otherwise you can take it and don’t hinder my business.”
“Okay, one hundred yuan is a hundred yuan.” Depressed, Qin Shousheng had no
choice but to nod his teeth. .
Although he was reluctant in his heart, how could he go out without money. Although
these 100 yuan won’t last for a few days, at least tonight, I can find a restaurant and
sleep every night.
The pawnshop owner laughed, took out a hundred copper characters, put them in a
bag, and handed them to Qin Shousheng.
“Xuan’er, let’s go.” Qin Shousheng took the money bag, walked out of the pawnshop,
and said as he walked, “Let’s find a restaurant, and then…” Before he finished speaking

, he saw only a young man, and he didn’t know where he came from . Come out, grab
Qin Shousheng’s purse, turn around and run!
“Stealing money? You…” Qin Shousheng was furious and chased after him with red
eyes.
Nima’s, in broad daylight, blatantly robbing money? How can I live if this hundred yuan
is gone?
Liu Xuan was also in a hurry. She wanted to chase after her, but how could she catch
up as a girl? She could only stay where she was, waiting for Qin Shousheng to come
back.
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Qin Shousheng chased all the way to the woods outside the town. The young man who
was stealing the money suddenly stopped. Then, several young men came out of the
woods.
These people are dressed in ordinary clothes, but all of them have a ruffian look on their
faces. Obviously, the three of them are all rogues in this town.
“Boy, for one hundred cents, can you keep chasing?” The young man who robbed the
money walked out slowly, looked at Qin Shousheng, and said with a sneer.
His name is Li Erzhu, and he is a well-known local ruffian in the small town. The few
next to him are all his gangsters.
Seeing that this kid has a comrade, Qin Shousheng felt a little flustered, but he still
pretended to be hard-hearted: “If you know each other, give me the money back!
Otherwise, I’ll let you go.”
He was in Donghai City, too. The rich second generation also has a head and face.
When those street gangsters see themselves, which one is not polite. These little
ruffians in front of me dare to steal their own money!
“Your special code is scaring me? Hahaha, in my chassis, are you still so arrogant? Are
you tired of special code?” Li Erzhu kicked over with one kick without unnecessary
nonsense: “Brothers, beat me!”
Hula…
As soon as he finished speaking, the ruffians behind him immediately surrounded him,
punching and kicking at Qin Shousheng.
“Yeah, taking a hundred pennies from you is to flatter you and shame you!”

“Fight to death!”
“I want to see if your bones are hard!”
Qin Shousheng’s fist fell on his body. howling loudly. He has just become a cultivator,
and his strength is extremely low.
“Ah!”
Qin Shousheng kept rolling on the ground, shouting loudly.
Li Erzhu and the others fought harder and harder, and after a while, Qin Shousheng’s
head was covered in blood.
“Big brother, several big brothers, please, give me the money back…” Qin Shousheng
had completely lost his temper and kept shouting. Without the money, what should I do
with myself and Liu Xuan? You
can endure hardship, but Xuan’er can’t bear it. The money must be returned..
“Fuck you! Your brain is caught in the door. I It’s your honor to take your money, do you
still want to go back?” Li Erzhu cursed and kicked Qin Shousheng!
Qin Shousheng was kicked in all directions, but he still gritted his teeth and climbed to Li
Erzhu’s side: “I beg you, brother, you are my brother, please return the money to me,
this money is my life. ..I beg you, I beg you..”
“Haha, Brother Zhu, look at this kid, he’s really worthless. For the sake of 100 yuan, he
doesn’t need his dignity.” A local ruffian next to him said with a smile. .
Li Erzhu also laughed and grabbed Qin Shousheng’s hair: “Yeah, I said you rubbish,
you have no dignity at all, hahaha, for a hundred cents, you beg me like a dog. Hahaha.
“
Brother, I beg you, give it back to me.” Qin Shousheng kept begging with red eyes.
If this money is gone, then tonight, I and Xuan’er will be sleeping on the street. How can
Xuan’er suffer this hardship?
“Okay, I can give you the money.” Li Erzhu was also playful and said with a smile: “Well,
let’s use spring water to give you a bath, this money I’ll give it back to you, how?” Take
a
bath with spring water?

Qin Shousheng’s mind went blank. He didn’t know what it was. In a hurry, he just
nodded: “Okay, okay, brother, as long as you give it back to me, I can do anything…”
Before he finished speaking, he saw the ruffians, looked at each other, then laughed
and unbuttoned his trousers, started urinating, and slapped Qin Shousheng.
“You…”
Qin Shousheng was shocked, and he was covered all over his body without any
precaution. The young men laughed and threw a hundred pennies on the ground.
“Haha, I have met a fool. For a hundred pennies, I am willing to do anything, hahaha!” Li
Erzhu said with a smile, and left with a few friends.
“Huh, huh…” Qin Shousheng picked up the purse and put it in his clothes carefully,
tears streaming down his face.
He is also a rich second generation, when has he suffered such humiliation.
Fortunately, the money is back. Tonight, Xuan’er can have a good meal and live
comfortably in the restaurant.
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Qin Shousheng took off his wet coat, wiped off the blood on his body, and returned to
the town to find Liu Xuan.
….
on the other side.
The Earth Circle Continent, the First Hospital of Donghai City.
In the ward, Wen Chou Chou was sitting on the hospital bed, his body was covered with
bandages, and some blood was oozing from the bandages.
A few days ago, the Hall of Longevity and Emei fought.
This battle lasted all day and night!
After this battle, the vitality of the Emei faction was severely damaged.
But the Hall of Longevity is even worse. Although there are many disciples in the Hall of
Longevity, the head of Emei Han is arrogant, and it is too powerful. After a day and
night of fighting, Wen Chou Chou was slashed dozens of times on his body.
After the incident, Wen Chou Chou was sent to the hospital.

The First Hospital of Donghai City, the medical standard is very high. Although hospitals
cannot heal internal injuries, they are still top-notch in treating traumatic injuries.
At this moment, Wen Chou Chou’s face was calm, looking at Xue Li who was busy in
front of him, a smile appeared.
In the past two days in the hospital, Xue Li, as the director, has been busy taking care of
herself in every possible way.
This makes Wen Chou Chou very grateful.
“President Xue, you don’t have to be busy. Let the nurses below do the dressing
changes.” At this time, Wen Chou Chou couldn’t help but say, “You’ve been taking care
of me for two days, so it’s time to take a break.”
Xue Li smiled lightly, shook her head and said, “It’s okay, you are Brother Feng’s sworn
eldest brother, you don’t have to be polite to me.”
The matter of Yue Feng, Wen Chou Chou, and Sun Dasheng sworn has long been
spread in the arena, and Xue Li certainly knew about it. .
Wen Chou Chou couldn’t help laughing, and looked at Xue Li: “So, I’ve been exposed to
the wind.”
While speaking, Wen Chou Chou couldn’t help looking at Xue Li.
I have to say that this Doctor Xue is really good. Not only is he beautiful, he has a good
figure, but he is also gentle and virtuous.
For a time, Wen Chou Chou was very curious and couldn’t help asking: “President Xue,
what is the relationship between you and my brother?”
Just because she was Yue Feng’s sworn brother, she was so diligent in her busy
schedule, You have to think a lot.
Aware of Wen Chou Chou’s eyes, Xue Li’s face was a little red, and she said softly:
“Brother Wen, don’t think too much, I… Brother
Feng and I are just friends.” long position.
This kindness will never be forgotten.
Hearing this, Wen Chou Chou laughed and wanted to continue asking.
As a result, at this moment, the door of the ward was slammed open!

“Boom!”
Looking at the voice, I saw Sun Dasheng standing at the door with red eyes.
“Great Sage, you…” Wen Chou Chou looked over.
I saw Sun Dasheng clenched his fists and was very emotional: “Brother Wen, do you
think of me as a brother!”
Sun Dasheng was trembling all over, and his voice was hoarse!
“Da Sheng, you, what’s wrong with you…” Wen Chou Chou was stunned, looking at
Sun Da Sheng and asked.
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